Maldon Design Guidelines
Update

Project background

The Maldon Design Guidelines (the guidelines) are
an incorporated document to the Mount Alexander
Planning Scheme and provide detailed design criteria
for new development in Maldon. The guidelines apply
where land is affected by the Heritage Overlay and/or
the Significant Landscape Overlay Schedules 1 or 3.
The Strategic Planning team is currently reviewing and
updating the guidelines in order to:
• Ensure that the guidelines achieve the objectives of
relevant planning policy.
• Identify any gaps or errors in the guidelines and make
recommendations for modification.
• Analyse, research and develop a best practice
approach to heritage.
• Ensure that the guidelines are useful and can be
understood by all users.

Project status

The updated draft Maldon Design Guidelines went on public consultation for a six week period from 20 February
to 2 April 2020. Since then, the Strategic Planning team has considered and analysed the feedback received from
submissions, survey responses, and community drop-in sessions. The feedback has subsequently led to revisions
being made to the updated guidelines.
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Key considerations for the new guidelines

The following is a summary of the revisions that have been made to the guidelines following public consultation
on the draft guidelines. These revisions will be included in the version of the guidelines presented to Council for
consideration and possible adoption.

Firmer language
Some feedback raised concern about the discretionary, rather than mandatory, form of the guidelines. Guidelines
that are included in the planning scheme cannot be used to mandate certain requirements; instead, they are by
definition discretionary and indicate the preferred outcome. In order to avoid any confusion about this and to
manage expectations, the word ‘should’ has been used in the guidelines, rather than ‘must’. Nevertheless, the
language in the guidelines has been strengthened to rely less on terms like ‘should’, and made more direct by using
verbs such as ‘retain’, ‘avoid’, ‘conserve’, or through the use of the word ‘ensure’ rather than ‘encourage’. While
the guidelines will not mandate an outcome, the firmer language will play a greater role in directing the preferred
outcome. Further, while the outcomes in the guidelines are not mandatory, any deviation from the guideline would
require justification to demonstrate that the application meets the relevant objectives and principles.

Additional text to address Maldon’s topography and complex built environment
Some feedback raised concern that Maldon’s topography has not been considered. This may be the case where
some diagrams within the updated guidelines do not show undulating topography; in those instances, the diagram
is indicative and intended to simply demonstrate how a guideline operates, rather than capturing an accurate
land form in a specific location. Additional text has been inserted to address how development should respond to
Maldon’s topography and to assert that while a specific situation may not be described, discussed or covered, it
does not mean that it is deemed to be outside of the scope of the updated guidelines.

Improvements to grammar and language, correction of errors and clarifying ambiguous
language
Some feedback highlighted grammatical issues, errors and concerns with ambiguous language. Considerable
improvements have been made to the grammar and language used in the updated guidelines, which has resulted
in the rewording or rearrangement of some text. A number of errors and anomalies have also been corrected. This
includes changes to diagrams.
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New commercial styles section in the introduction
Some feedback raised concern with the exclusion of descriptions of the commercial architectural styles (as
descriptions of residential architectural styles had been included). This work was subsequently carried out and has
now been included within the introduction to the guidelines.

Changes to maps
Some feedback raised concerns with the legibility of the maps within the introduction, particularly with the colours/
hatches used. These have been amended and an inset map of the commercial area has been included.

Clarity on the scope of the updated guidelines
Some feedback raised concerns that the scope of the application of the guidelines was unclear. The scope within
the introduction of the new guidelines has been updated to provide clarity on the extent of the area where the
guidelines apply. The guidelines apply to all places within the Maldon township boundary covered by a Heritage
Overlay and/or Significant Landscape Overlay Schedule 1 or 3.

Other significant feedback
The need for an updated Heritage Study, landscape assessment, and other further
strategic work in Maldon
Some feedback raised concern that the updated guidelines have been prepared without an updated heritage study
for Maldon and do not acknowledge the significance of Maldon’s landscape areas. While the Maldon Conservation
Study doesn’t meet the recognised framework for statements of significance, it is a reasonably comprehensive study
of the area (particularly the central area) and because of it there is a substantial coverage of Heritage Overlay, a
control that has benefitted Maldon for over 40 years.
An updated Heritage Study is understood to be important for the continued protection and management of
Maldon’s heritage; however, the existing Maldon Design Guidelines are an important and frequently used tool,
and improvements are required to make them more user-friendly. There is no sound reason not to improve the
guidelines while other, larger projects are under consideration. If there is a need to alter/update/improve the
guideline further, for instance after a major heritage study has been completed, then that work can be done at the
relevant time. That is not an unusual outcome in strategic planning.
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The above points notwithstanding, the introductory
sections of the guidelines have been amended to note
the significance of Maldon’s landscapes. A landscape
assessment consultant has been engaged to undertake
a review of Maldon’s Significant Landscape Overlay
schedules, which is scheduled to commence in
October 2020. This is likely to result in improvements
to the content within the Schedules to the Significant
Landscape Overlay and also strengthen controls for
Maldon.

The need for a peer review of the
guidelines
Some feedback requested that a peer review of the
updated guidelines be conducted before they are
finalised. Throughout various stages of drafting, the
updated guidelines have been reviewed by Hansen
Partnerships (planning and urban design professionals
with extensive experience in preparing guidelines for
planning schemes) and Amanda Jane Jean (a heritage
professional and architect), in addition to significant
contributions from Council’s Heritage and Urban Design
Officer.

Subdivision and new crossovers
Feedback was received relating to the section on
subdivisions; concerns were raised that the diagrams
and points relating to subdivision favour a shared
vehicular crossover, which some consider to be a
restriction on other types of subdivision layout. The
guidelines do indicate a preference for battle axe
development and shared crossovers, however variations
to this could be considered acceptable with justification
against the principles and objectives during a permit
process.

Public Realm Section
Feedback from submitters and Council’s Heritage and
Urban Design Officer suggests that a Public Realm
section would be beneficial, and would assist the current
Maldon Streetscape project. This has not been included
in the final draft due to time and resource constraints.
Consideration is currently being given to whether a
separate Public Realm guideline document could be
prepared for use within Council.

Next steps

The final Maldon Design Guidelines, July 2020 will
be presented to Council for consideration at the
Ordinary Meeting on 15 September 2020. Subject
to the guidelines being adopted by Council at
that meeting, the Strategic Planning team will
seek authorisation from the Minister for Planning
to prepare an amendment to incorporate the
Guidelines into the planning scheme (replacing
the current guidelines). The planning scheme
amendment will be formally exhibited to the
community and stakeholders, and submissions
can be made in relation to any part of the
proposed amendment. Any submissions received
will be referred to an independent planning panel
for its consideration.

Contact
For more information visit www.mountalexander.vic.gov.au/Maldondesignguidelines
or contact the Strategic Planning and Economy Team by email info@mountalexander.vic.gov.au
or phone (03) 5471 1700.
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